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Presentation
Overview

• Introduction – Revision of DACS principles

• BYU – William Gates papers project
• Principles 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11

• USU – University Archives mass 
description  project

• Principles 1, 4, 7, 9

• Questions



Revision of DACS 
Principles: 
Timeline

Aug. 2016 
Experts/TS-DACS 
evaluate existing 
principles

March 2017 
Experts/TS-DACS 
develop new 
principles

June 2017
TS-DACS calls for 
community 
comments

August 2018
TS-DACS issues 
2nd call for 
community 
comments

May 2019
SAA Council 
approves new 
principles



New DACS 
Principles:
user-
centered
& ethics-
informed

1. Archival description 
expresses professional ethics 
and values.
2. Users are the fundamental 
reason for archival description.

3. … descriptive rules apply 
equally to all records…
4. Records, agents, activities, 
and the relationships between 
them are the four fundamental 
concepts that constitute 
archival description.
5. Archival description must be 
clear about what archivists 
know, what they don’t know, 
and how they know it.

6. Archivists must document 
and make discoverable the 
actions they take on records.
7. Archival description is 
accessible.

8. Archival description should 
be easy to use, re-use, and 
share.
9. Each collection within a 
repository must have an 
archival description.
10. Archivists must have a 
user-driven reason to enhance 
existing archival description.

11. Archival description is a 
continuous intellectual 
endeavor.



William Gates papers



Principle 2
Users are the fundamental 

reason for archival description.



Principle 5
• Archival description must be clear about 
what archivists know, what they don’t 
know, and how they know it.



Principle 6
Archivists must document and 
make discoverable the actions 

they take on records.





Example from American Philosophical Society’s catalogue



Principle 8
Archival description should 

be easy to use, re-use, and share.

Users are best able to use, 
re-use, and share archival 
description when:

•  it is discoverable
•  it is structured
•  it is machine-readable
•  it is machine-actionable
•  it is available under 
an open license
--DACS introduction



BYU Photostat Princeton Original



Archivists must have a user-driven 
reason to enhance existing archival 
description.

Principle 10



• Prominence of the collection
• Level of use of the collection
• Known errors that cause users 

difficulty
• Corrections will directly benefit 

multiple users

Factors for deciding to 
enhance a finding aid



Adding citation 
numbers



Principle 11

Archival description is a continuous 
intellectual endeavor



USU University 
Archives mass 
description 
project



Why this Project?

Problem 

University 
Archivist 
retiring

Lack of inventory control

Limited 
dicoverability

Implementation of 
ArchivesSpace

Solution
UA Remediation Project to:
Create inventory of entire 

University Archives Collection
Allow for easier tracking of 

materials and usage statistics
Create electronic finding aids 

for record groups as needed
Create cataloging records for UA 

material



Principle 7
Archival description is accessible



Finding Aid 
Blitz

How do you create 2600 finding 
aids in a pinch?



Finding Aid 
Blitz

How do you create 2600 finding aids 
in a pinch?
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Principle 9
Each collection within a repository must have an archival description.



“The absence of archival description is a barrier to 
users and good stewardship. In order to access 
archival collections, users must know which 
collections a repository holds. No matter how 
basic a description may be, it is more 
advantageous to users than no description at 
all.”—Describing Archives: A Content Standard, 
Version 2022.

https://saa-ts-dacs.github.io/dacs/04_statement_of_principles.html



• Approximately 25-33% of University 
Archives material available 
electronically (mostly published 
works cataloged in Sierra, 2% of 
collections had electronic finding 
aids)

• Rest of materials (67-75%) only 
discoverable through paper finding 
aids and the physical card catalog in 
the Special Collections’ Tanner 
Reading Room

USU University Archives 
& Description

Before 2018:Before this project:



Collection Description & Stewardship 

25

2. 
Perform 
Quality 
Control

3. 
EAD 

guide 
creation

1. 
Inventory 

entire 
collection

4. 
MARC 
record 

creation

Stewardship: 
Provides access to a better, broader 
sense of the scope of our holdings 
(DACS, 2022)

Stewardship: 
Creates the ability for archivists to gather 
information about how collections are used 
and guidance for future appraisal and 
acquisition choices (DACS, 2022



University Archives Inventory Entries (Airtable)



Records, agents, 
activities, and the 
relationships 
between them are 
the four fundamental 
concepts that 
constitute archival 
description.

Principle 4 
Principle 4





17.14:38

Record Group (Research Programs)
Sub-group (Institute for the Study of Outdoor Recreation and 
Tourism)
Collection (Newsletters)



17.14
:1  Speeches, Addresses

:7 Bibliographies

:11 Resource Bulletin

:23 Reports

:36 Pamphlets, surveys

:37 Monographs

:43 Reports

:45 Papers

:47 Annual Reports

:54 Proceedings

:59 Proposals

:64 Reprints

:66 Research reports

:71 Study

:72 Utah Recreation Facts

:72a Utah Recreation Facts

:73 Outdoor Recreation Reports

:73a Outdoor Recreation Reports

:76 Studies

:78 Summary Reports

:79 Survey

:81 Symposium

Record Group (Research Programs)
Sub-group (Institute for the Study of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism)





25.3/4
25.3/4-1
25.3/4-1:17
25.3/4-1:22
25.3/4-1:47
25.3/4-1:47a
25.3/4-1:79
25.3/4-1b
25.3/4-1b:22
25.3/4-1b:38
25.3/4-1b:59
25.3/4:17
25.3/4:63

Before: 13 collections – 1.75 linear feet

After: 1 collection – 1.25 linear feet
38 different call numbers for 71 items



Principle 1
Archival description 
expresses professional 
ethics and values.



From SAA's Core Values Statement and Code of Ethics

• Access and Use
o "Archivists should promote and provide the widest possible 

accessibility of materials, while respecting legal and ethical 
access."

• Accountability

• Advocacy

• Diversity
o "The archives profession must constantly work toward creating 

anti-oppressive environments that encourage participation 
from people across the spectrum of experience."

• History and Memory

• Preservation

• Responsible Stewardship
o "Archivists commit to making ethical and transparent decisions 

about how to provide care for the documents, records, and 
materials entrusted to them."

• Selection

• Service

• Social Responsibility

• Sustainability

• Ethics • Values
• Professional Relationships

• Judgment
o "While no element of archival work is unbiased or 

neutral, archivists still strive to exercise their ethical, 
professional judgment [in the]... processing of material."

• Security and Protection

• Authenticity
o "Using archival description, they document the unique 

archival characteristics of records, including their 
intellectual, digital, and physical integrity."

• Access and Use

• Privacy

• Trust



Adopting Best Practices
• Critical that description in new 

finding aids met DACS 
standards

• Provides a consistent and 
useable description to 
internal and external users

• Finding aids used in regional 
consortium to provide 
widest access possible



Using language used by creators (when appropriate!) with acknowledgment that 
language always changes and description is never completely finished

More descriptive and 
accessible description



Description as an Iterative Process
• QC process presented unique opportunity to create DACS compliant 

description, add or update description where needed, and 
consolidate collections.

• Already pulling material for QC. Avoids having to do work again in the 
~ future ~

• Acknowledge work is resource and time intensive. This step as added 
an additional workflow to an already large project and required staff 
member with MLIS



Going Forward

• Completing Finding 
Aids for University 
Archives has 
resulted in a 
2,253% increase in 
discovery.

• Continue to 
improve structure 
of University 
Archives and 
quality of 
description



Questions?

rebecca_wiederhold@byu.edu
ryan_lee@byu.edu

becky.skeen@usu.edu
paul.daybell@usu.edu
kelly.rovegno@usu.edu

heather.housley@usu.edu
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